
ACROSS
1 Hot rods?
7 "I used to live my life

a quarter mile at a
time, but things
changed. I
father now" speaker
in "F9"

10 Barbecue spice mix
13 One living between

Majorcans and
Valencians

14 Goes (for)
16 Genre for Origami

Angel (#GAMIGANG)
17 Airport that's about

100 minutes away
from Haneda Airport
via rail

18 Fans of the Golden
Knights, perhaps

20 "You CANNOT be
serious!"

21 Briefly, Joker's rank
in the first half of
"Full Metal Jacket"
(which is the only
half you need to
watch, imo)

23 Toothbrush bristle
material

24 Contribute to
decision-making

26 Tranquility, e.g.
27 Jason of "Dune" (the

Denis Villeneuve
"Dune", not the David
Lynch "Dune")

29 They've turned their
tassels

32 Accidentally
knocking over the
beer pong table while
celebrating your
victory, e.g.

36 "Same here!"
37 "Gonna have to

explain this to me
again..."

39 Declare for the draft,
say

40 "I'm almost there!"
41 Sound from the back

row of an eight a.m.
lecture, perhaps

42 Campfire remnant

43 "FourFiveSeconds"
singer, to fans

44 Titular demonic
being of a Goethe
poem

49 Dev who didn't play
the title character of
2021's "The Green
Knight"

51 "Boo'd Up" singer
Ella

52 "Maud ___" (Car Seat
Headrest song with
the lyrics "Maud, now
you're ___)

53 Rack component
56 "We will all meet up

at the Area 51 Alien
Center tourist
attraction and
coordinate our entry.
If we ___ run, we can
move faster than
their bullets. Let's
see them aliens."

58 LBW part
59 Wild dance party
60 Knotted (up), as a

score
61 Dir. from Alewife to

Braintree (that's
right, an MBTA clue)

62 WAR : baseball :: ___
: basketball

63 Get down and dirty in
the boonies

DOWN
1 Spice measurement,

in some recipes
2 "You mean the Chaos

Emeralds?" speaker,
in fanfiction

3 Former namesake of
the Mariinsky Ballet

4 Low cost fanfic
offering, often

5 "Year of the ___"
(song from Sufjan
Stevens' "Enjoy Your
Rabbit")

6 Breaks, as a piece of
that Kit Kat bar

7 "...really making me
explain this again?"

8 "Lemme just sneak
right by ya"

9 Kennedy's network,
once

10 Bygone internet radio
streaming format

11 Comment following
"You really think
solvers would know
11-Down if you clued
it as the dominant
party in Malaysian
politics?", probably

12 Smee, in "Peter Pan"

15 Character crowned
"Queen in the North"
in the series finale of
"Game of Thrones",
after which we all
just collectively
agreed to forget that
that show was ever a
thing

19 Batches of colored
yarn

22 "Get outta here!"

25 Actress who played
the sister of her
then-husband Will
Arnett in 2007's
"Blades of Glory"

28 Subject where your
textbook might be by
Dummit and Foote

30 Japanese post-rock
band that I once saw
play in Iowa City
after they released
"Requiem for Hell" in
2016

31 Word before "o'" in a
Prince song title and
"of" in a Harry Styles
song title

32 Word in the title of
three of the five
songs on the Pink
Floyd album
"Animals"

33 ___ City (planned
Senegalese city with
a cryptocurrency-bas
ed economy)

34 Journalistic
presentation of news

35 Toto in "The Wizard
of Oz", e.g.

38 You can pencil it in!

45 "Onions have layers.
___ have layers...you
get it? We both have
layers." (analogy
made by Shrek in the
movie "Shrek")

46 Food, data, rent,
candles, utility,
economy, budget,
family, etc.

47 Big name in chips

48 ___ Cannon (move
for rock-type
Pokémon)

49 Drinks that,
increasingly, are
subject to holiday
creep, for short

50 Makes like

54 Emulate Kevin
Gnapoor at North
Shore High School's
Winter Talent Show

55 "___ got it" (frequent
comment from
Simon in Cracking
the Cryptic videos)

57 "Kings & Queens"
singer Max

If I Only Had a Brain (Freestyle) Christopher Adams
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